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Relational memory theory holds that the hippocampus supports, and amnesia following hippocampal damage impairs, memory for 
all manner of relations. Unfortunately, many studies of hippocampal-dependent memory have either examined only a single type of 
relational memory or conﬂ  ated multiple kinds of relations. The experiments reported here employed a procedure in which each of several 
kinds of relational memory (spatial, associative, and sequential) could be tested separately using the same materials. In Experiment 1, 
performance of amnesic patients with medial temporal lobe (MTL) damage was assessed on memory for the three types of relations 
as well as for items. Compared to the performance of matched comparison participants, amnesic patients were impaired on all three 
relational tasks. But for those patients whose MTL damage was limited to the hippocampus, performance was relatively preserved 
on item memory as compared to relational memory, although still lower than that of comparison participants. In Experiment 2, study 
exposure was reduced for comparison participants, matching their item memory to the amnesic patients in Experiment 1. Relational 
memory performance of comparison subjects was well above amnesic patient levels, showing the disproportionate dependence of all 
three relational memory performances on the integrity of the hippocampus. Correlational analyses of the various task performances of 
comparison participants and of college-age participants showed that our measures of item memory were not inﬂ  uenced signiﬁ  cantly by 
memory for associations among the items.
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INTRODUCTION 
The critical participation of the medial temporal lobe (MTL), 
and especially the hippocampus, in memory has been well 
established since the earliest reports of profound amnesia fol-
lowing MTL resection in the patient H.M. (Scoville and Milner, 
1957). Since that seminal report, attempts to characterize its role 
with more precision have been undertaken by many researchers, 
and a variety of different accounts have emerged. One account 
has emphasized spatial memory as the chief function of the 
MTL, starting with O’Keefe and Nadel (1978), arguing that the 
central role of this system is in the formation and use of rich, 
ﬂ  exible cognitive maps of the environment. Although initially 
inspired by lesion and electrophysiological studies of rodents, 
this view has a number of adherents who cite recent neuroimag-
ing and neuropsychological studies in humans for support (see 
Bird and Burgess, 2008 for a recent review). Neuroimaging data 
collected during performance of spatial tasks almost universally 
reveal MTL activation, frequently in hippocampus and para-
hippocampal cortex (e.g., Hartley et al., 2003; Pine et al., 2002; 
Spiers and Maguire, 2006). Work with neurological patients with 
MTL damage has documented many examples of spatial mem-
ory impairments, including deﬁ  cits in memory for arbitrary 
object locations (Crane and Milner, 2005; Holdstock et al., 2002, 
2005), spatial arrangements among items in scenes (Hannula 
et al., 2006, submitted; Ryan et al., 2000), spatial lay-outs of resi-
dences occupied for years following the onset of amnesia (Bayley 
and Squire, 2005), and spatial navigation of complex large-scale 
places (Maguire et al., 2006).
Other theorists have identiﬁ  ed the MTL with declarative 
memory, critical for supporting the acquisition and reten-
tion of information about facts and events (e.g., Cohen, 1984; 
Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001; 
Squire et al., 2004). Cohen, Eichenbaum, and their colleagues 
have stressed the fundamentally relational nature of declarative 
memory, arguing that this system is principally involved in rela-
tional memory, i.e., in representing the arbitrary or accidental 
relations among the constituent elements of events or scenes 
(Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001). 
These arbitrary links could be, for example, spatial in nature, 
such as between a building and its location in a city or relative 
to a second building; associative, such as a name and a face or 
the simple coinciding of two stimuli on a computer screen; or 
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temporal, such as meeting one person and then later another. 
Associations are typically formed by the co-occurrence of two 
items, although this is not always the case; they could be related 
across a span, such as seeing a face and later learning the name 
that goes with it. Memory for relations can be distinguished 
from memory for the items themselves that are bound together, 
such as the buildings, city coordinates/locations, names, faces, 
or stimuli. This view is broader than the spatial memory or cog-
nitive mapping account in emphasizing that the MTL is criti-
cal in memory for all manner of relations, and not just spatial 
relations. Substantial empirical support comes from multiple 
converging lines of work, including animal models of amnesia, 
human neurological patients, and functional neuroimaging.
For example, work with rats shows that hippocampal sys-
tem lesions disrupt transitive inference and transverse pattern-
ing performance, requiring hierarchical or other (non-spatial) 
relational representations among pairs of odors (Dusek and 
Eichenbaum, 1997, 1998), and memory for sequences of odors 
(Fortin et  al., 2002); while hippocampal neuronal ﬁ  ring has 
been shown to encode not only place information, but also other 
relational information within a given place (Wood et al., 2000) 
and, more generally, various relations among items (for reviews 
see Eichenbaum and Cohen, 1988; Eichenbaum et al., 1999), 
including sequential or temporal context relations (Agster 
et al., 2002; Manns et al., 2007). Human amnesic patients with 
hippocampal lesions have exhibited selective deﬁ  cits in vari-
ous tests of non-spatial relational memory, including for pairs 
of words (Giovanello et  al., 2003), two-syllable words (Kroll 
et al., 1996), and face–scene (Hannula et al., 2006, 2007), face–
word (Turriziani et al., 2004), and face–face (Kroll et al., 1996; 
Turriziani et al., 2004) pairings, as well as item–context relations 
(for review see Ryan and Cohen, 2003). Finally, neuroimaging 
investigations have contributed ﬁ  ndings of selective hippoc-
ampal activation in relational conditions using various stimuli 
(for reviews see Cohen et al., 1999; Davachi, 2006), including: 
word triplets (Davachi and Wagner, 2002); cue-driven mental 
imagery (Davachi et  al., 2003); word pairs (Giovanello et  al., 
2004), face–scene (Henke et al., 1997) or face–occupation pair-
ings (Degonda et al., 2005; Henke et al., 2003); word–font pair-
ings (Prince et al., 2005); word–color mental imagery (Staresina 
and Davachi, 2006); as well as memory for items in relation 
to particular learning experiences (e.g., Davachi et  al., 2003; 
Ranganath et al., 2004), and sequential relations among items 
(Kumaran and Maguire, 2006). One important issue that should 
be noted, and will be further addressed later, is that the majority 
of these studies examine a single type of relational memory (e.g., 
associative) or compare at most two kinds of memory.
One additional tenet of the relational memory theory is that 
the MTL is functionally heterogeneous, with different memory 
functions associated with different structures. It is proposed that 
the formation of new relational memories is dependent on the 
hippocampus speciﬁ  cally, whereas memory for single objects 
or items is proposed to be dependent on MTL cortical regions, 
such as perirhinal cortex (e.g., Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001; 
Eichenbaum et  al., 1994). This claim has also received sub-
stantial support from multiple converging lines of work. Many 
studies of human neurological patients with MTL   damage 
largely limited to hippocampus have shown deﬁ  cits in rela-
tional memory, for both spatial and non-spatial relations, in the 
absence of or disproportionate to deﬁ  cits in memory for items 
(e.g., Giovanello et al., 2003; Hannula et al., 2006, submitted; 
Holdstock et al., 2002, 2005; Kan et al., 2007; Mayes et al., 2004; 
Ryan et al., 2000; Turriziani et al., 2004). Likewise, a growing 
number of neuroimaging ﬁ  ndings point to increased hippoc-
ampal activation when evaluating or forming representations of 
relationships among items, or of items in relation to a particular 
learning experience, rather than encoding of items individually 
(e.g., Davachi and Wagner, 2002; Davachi et al., 2003; Henke 
et al., 1997; Ranganath et al., 2004), whereas activity in the MTL 
cortical regions, especially perirhinal cortex, has been associated 
with processing and (familiarity-based) memory for items indi-
vidually (e.g. Davachi and Wagner, 2002; Davachi et al., 2003; 
Kohler et al., 2005; Ranganath et al., 2004).
Not all the extant ﬁ  ndings support the proposal that dis-
tinct memory processes (e.g., relational and item memory) are 
uniquely associated with particular MTL structures (e.g., hip-
pocampus and MTL cortical regions, respectively), however. 
Several studies by Squire and colleagues are in conﬂ  ict with some 
of the reported dissociation ﬁ  ndings. Stark and Squire (2003) 
tested amnesic patients and normal comparison participants 
with two-syllable words, object–object pairs, and face–house 
pairs, and reported that none of the amnesic performances 
constituted speciﬁ   c associative memory impairment. Rather, 
amnesic performance was argued to qualitatively resemble the 
uniformly decremented performance of neurologically normal 
comparison participants rather than the selective decrementing 
of associative memory. Gold et al. (2006) reported the success-
ful matching of amnesic performance with that of comparison 
participants in an impoverished study condition, using stimuli 
consisting of words and associated self-generated source infor-
mation, for both item and source (relational) memory. The same 
publication also reported functional imaging ﬁ  ndings in which 
no differences in hippocampal activation for items recalled with 
or without accompanying source information was observed, 
contrary to the ﬁ  ndings of Davachi et al. (2003). On the basis 
of these and related ﬁ  ndings in their laboratory, these investi-
gators argue for distributed MTL memory function, in which 
putative functional dissociations arise more due to differences 
in the information available to particular structures than from 
tight yoking of function to structure (see Squire et al., 2004 for 
a review).
The reasons for this discrepancy are not entirely clear, but 
may involve speciﬁ  c methodological and paradigmatic choices 
that differ across investigators working with different popula-
tions. A comprehensive reading of this rapidly growing literature 
makes evident that current theorizing about the precise role in 
memory of the hippocampus and other MTL regions depends 
upon synthesizing results from across many different methods, 
paradigms, stimulus materials, and species or research popula-
tions, creating signiﬁ  cant challenges. Concerns about the heavy 
reliance of the ﬁ  eld on evidence of dissociations in memory 
drawn from contrasts across tasks and stimulus materials have 
been noted elsewhere (see Ryan and Cohen, 2003). While a 
number of studies (e.g., Giovanello et al., 2003) have compared 
relational to item memory, only a few recent studies have investi-
gated multiple forms of relational memory. Kohler et al. (2005), 
for example, tested memory for both spatial and co-occurrence 
(or associative) relations in an fMRI paradigm and found signiﬁ  -
cant hippocampal involvement; however, an item memory test 
in the same article was carried out with a different paradigm in 
a different group of participants. Pihlajamaki et al. (2004) tested 
memory for novel spatial arrangements and novel objects, but 
confounded novel object memory with new item–location and 
item–item co-occurrence memory. Kumaran and Maguire (2005) www.frontiersin.org
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directly compared spatial relational memory to “social” rela-
tional memory; contrasting navigation through a spatial layout 
with navigation through a social network; however, there was no 
item memory test and the relations involved friends of the par-
ticipants and thus are hard to compare to other studies that use 
more experimentally-novel materials. In general, these experi-
ments reﬂ  ect a recent welcome trend of testing multiple kinds of 
relations (spatial and non-spatial) among items. Most such stud-
ies have found similar hippocampal dependence or hippocampal 
involvement for both spatial and non-spatial relational memory 
(Hannula et al., 2006; Holdstock et al., 2002, 2005; Kohler et al., 
2005; Pihlajamaki et al., 2004), whereas Kumaran and Maguire 
(2005) found hippocampal activity only for spatial relationships 
and not for social relationships. But, regardless of the outcomes, 
it should be noted that the comparisons among conditions nearly 
universally involved different paradigms or participant groups 
which, as noted above, poses signiﬁ  cant challenges.
A better approach would be one in which each of several 
kinds of relational memory could be tested separately using the 
same materials in the same experiment. This is the approach 
taken in the work to be reported here. By using the same stim-
uli to test multiple forms of relational memory as well as item 
memory within the same participant, and notably by attempt-
ing to unconfound the different relations as much as possible, 
we hoped to clarify the pattern of results and expand on previ-
ous work comparing only two tasks. Furthermore, neurologi-
cal patients with damage to MTL structures and neurologically 
normal participants were tested in order to permit conclusions 
to be drawn about regional speciﬁ  city in the MTL of relational 
memory of different kinds and of item memory.
EXPERIMENT 1
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Participants were seven amnesic patients (two women; ﬁ  ve men) 
drawn from the Patient Registry of the Division of Cognitive 
Neuroscience at the University of Iowa and 10 neurologically 
intact comparison participants. In ﬁ  ve of the patients, amnesia 
occurred due to an anoxic/hypoxic episode due to cardiac arrest. 
In the other two, amnesia resulted from herpes simplex encepha-
litis. All patients completed neuropsychological testing to con-
ﬁ  rm memory impairment disproportionate to deﬁ  cits in general 
cognitive or intellectual functioning. Each patient showed severe 
memory impairment on standardized tests of memory: Their 
performance on the Wechsler Memory Scale-III was at least 
25 points lower than their performance on the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale-III, and the average delay score on the memory 
scale was more than two standard deviations below population 
means. Patient 2563 was ineligible for MRI examination because 
of a pacemaker, but hippocampal damage was conﬁ  rmed with a 
CT scan (see Hannula et al., 2006, for details). Structural MRI 
ﬁ  ndings from patients 1606, 1846, 2144, and 2363 are detailed 
in Allen et al. (2006), documenting reduced hippocampal vol-
umes in each case, at least two standard deviations smaller than 
normal controls. Patient 1606 is an exception to the other anoxic 
cases in that perirhinal cortex damage could not be ruled out. 
The MTL damage in the two post-encephalitic patients was 
found to extend beyond the hippocampus to include other MTL 
structures; scans of these patients are shown in Figure 1 (from 
Duff, Hengst, Cohen, and Tranel, personal communication). 
Patient 1951 has damage outside of the  hippocampus in  bilateral 
entorhinal cortex, amygdala, and temporal pole. The lesion is 
more extensive in the right temporal lobe, with left perirhinal 
cortex being mostly spared. Patient 2308, on the other hand, has 
more extensive left MTL damage. The right hemisphere lesion 
is more anterior, including the hippocampus and amygdala, 
while the left hemisphere is more widespread and includes the 
entorhinal and perirhinal cortices. Table 1 contains informa-
tion on each of the patients; those with damage beyond the hip-
pocampus are labeled “MTL”, although it should be noted that 
damage extends beyond the temporal lobe in these two patients 
(as can be seen in Figure 1). The patients were also evaluated 
on several tests of executive function; these results are presented 
in Table 2. The frontal lobes have been implicated in tasks that 
require more attention or increased memory search (c.f. Fletcher 
and Henson, 2001). While a number of the patients display at 
least one impaired score across the 10 measures, there is no sys-
tematic pattern of impairment. Furthermore, the hippocampal 
and MTL patients do not differ in their scores; in fact, the two 
patients who did not show impairment on any tests of execu-
tive function included one from each patient group. The com-
parison group consisted of four women and six men matched to 
individual patients on gender, age, and education. All compari-
son participants were recruited from the Champaign-Urbana 
community. Comparison participants received $10 per hour for 
their participation while amnesic patients were compensated by 
Figure 1 | MRI scans of post-encephalitic patients 1951 and 2308. Arrows 
point to regions of extensive tissue loss in the temporal lobe.Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  | October  2008 | Volume  2 | Article  15
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the University of Iowa. Testing was carried out under the guide-
lines and with the approval of the Human Subjects Committee 
and the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign and of the University of Iowa.
Paradigm
The paradigm examined memory in successive study-then-test 
phases. Each study phase was the same regardless of subse-
quent memory test conditions. At study, each participant was 
presented with a series of trials, each trial consisting of a set of 
three stimuli presented sequentially. Each stimulus in a set was 
a novel visual object presented in one of three spatial locations 
(upper left, upper right, or lower center) and in one of three 
temporal slots (1st, 2nd, or 3rd). In each test phase, memory 
for the studied stimulus sets was probed in one of four recog-
nition conditions, in separate blocks, testing memory for: indi-
vidual stimulus items; spatial relations among stimuli within a 
set; temporal sequences or relations among stimuli within a set; 
and associative relations of stimuli within a set. Each of the test 
conditions was designed to probe one type of memory or form 
of representation unconfounded by the others.
Stimuli and Design
The stimulus materials were novel visual objects (Warren and 
Cohen, in preparation) created using Bryce software. Examples of 
stimulus sets are shown in Figure 2. The stimuli were created so 
as to ensure that participants had no prior exposure to, and thus 
no pre-existing representations of, them. This is critical when 
attempting to contrast item memory with relational memory, 
because testing memory for items such as words or pictures that 
have been viewed many times in a participant’s history becomes 
confounded with relational memory, necessarily involving mem-
ory for item–context relations (i.e., of all the times you saw this 
item, did you see it on this particular test list?).
Trials were presented in blocks, each block including a study 
phase then a test phase. Each block contained 16 study trials, 
consisting of 8 unique stimulus sets presented twice, followed by 
8 test trials. Study trials were separated by a ﬁ  xation cross. Each 
test phase included four repeat and four manipulated trials.
For the item task, repeat trials consisted of three previously 
viewed stimuli, whereas manipulated trials consisted of one stud-
ied stimulus and two never-studied stimuli, all presented simul-
taneously rather than sequentially, in positions at the center of 
the screen not occupied at all during study, so as to minimize the 
possible contributions at test of memory for sequential relations 
or spatial relations among the studied stimuli.
For the spatial relations task, test displays always consisted of 
three studied items from a given stimulus set; repeat trials pre-
sented the stimuli in their original locations, whereas manipu-
lated trials swapped the locations of two stimuli. The stimuli were 
presented simultaneously rather than sequentially, so memory 
for the original sequential relations would not be helpful at test; 
and all test displays involved intact stimulus sets, so memory for 
associative relations would not be discriminating at test.
For the sequential relations task, test displays always consisted 
of three studied items from a given stimulus set; repeat trials 
presented the stimuli in their original order, whereas manipu-
lated trials presented the stimuli in a different order. The stimuli 
were presented in a position at the center of the screen never 
occupied during study, so memory for the original spatial rela-
tions would not be helpful at test. Also, because test displays in 
this condition always involved intact stimulus sets, memory for 
associative relations would not be discriminating at test.
Finally, for the associative relations task, test displays always 
consisted of three previously viewed stimuli; but whereas repeat 
trials consisted of three stimuli that had co-occurred in a given set 
at study, manipulated trials consisted of stimuli taken from two 
different stimulus sets. By presenting the stimuli   simultaneously 
Table 1 | Demographics and memory scores for the amnesic patients at the time of testing.
Participant  Gender  Age  WAIS-III full-scale IQ score  WMS-III general memory index  Etiology/Damage
1606 Male  58  91  66  Anoxia/MTL
1846 Female  44  84  57  Anoxia/hippocampus
1951 Male  53  121  75  Encephalitis/MTL
2144 Female  56  99  56  Anoxia/hippocampus
2308 Male  49  87  45  Encephalitis/MTL
2363 Male  49  98  73  Anoxia/hippocampus
2563 Male  48  102  75  Anoxia/hippocampus
Table 2 | Scores on various tests of frontal function for each patient.
Patient  Trail making  WCS  COWA  Tower of London     
 A B Categories  Pers.    Move  Correct  Initiation  Execution  Problem
        errors          solving
1606  7 (32%)  5 (9%)  6 (>16%)  26 (14%)  43 (72%)  100 (44–51%)  88 (19%)  86 (1–5%)  102 (32–44%)  100 (32–39%)
1846  7 (7%)  9 (18%)  6 (>16%) 6  (73%)  24 (8 %)  100 (44–51%)  100 (46%)  102 (71–73%)  <60 (1%) 62  (3–4%)
1951  10 (52%)  11 (70%)  6 (>16%)  16 (5%)  40 (63%)  110 (68–69%)  100 (46%)  98 (59–62%)  106 (55–68%)  106 (35–55%)
2144  10 (70%)  10 (70%)  6 (>16%)  6 (79%)  33 (34%)  94 (34–37%)  94 (31%)  120 (88–90%)  110 (75–79%)  68 (4–8%)
2308  5 (2%)  5 (2%) NA  NA  16 (<1%)  114 (79–82%)  106 (62%)  96 (55–58%)  94 (25–26%)  96 (27–29%)
2363  7 (5%)  5 (1%) 6  (>16%)  12 (23%)  26 (12%)  88 (21–24%)  106 (62%)  116 (84–86%)  66 (4–5%)  62 (3–4%)
2563  5 (2%)  7 (8%)  5 (11–16%)  32 (2%)  21 (3%)  114 (79–82%)  118 (85%)  140 (99%)  100 (30–32%)  88 (14–19%)
Scores are presented as scaled score (percentile). Bolded scores are impaired, deﬁ  ned as 2 standard deviations from the mean on each test. WCS, Wisconsin card sorting test; Pers. 
errors, perseverative errors; COWA, Controlled Oral Word Association; COWA score is summed over F, A, and S.www.frontiersin.org
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rather than sequentially, in positions at the center of the screen 
not occupied at all during study, any contributions of memory 
for the temporal slot or spatial position in which a given item 
appeared would be minimized. Examples of each test type are 
shown in Figures 3–6.
For counterbalancing of stimuli, individual stimulus items 
were grouped into triplets, and thus always studied together or 
not studied and available as novel lures for manipulated item 
trials. Triplets were counterbalanced across participants such 
that each triplet appeared equally in each condition and block.
PROCEDURE
Each participant was tested individually on a PC using 
Presentation software. After obtaining informed consent, a 
participant was given instructions about the different types of 
Figure 3 | A sample item memory test trial using items from Figure 2. The ﬁ  rst trial is a repeat trial, consisting of old stimuli from Figure 2. The second is a 
manipulated trial, consisting of one old stimulus from Figure 2 and two novel stimuli.
Figure 2 | Two sample study trials. Each individual stimulus was displayed for 3 s before being replaced by the next. Each set of three stimuli was separated 
by a 2-s ﬁ  xation screen.
3 sec
3 sec
3 sec
3 sec
3 sec
3 sec
2 sec
2 sec
Figure 4 | A sample manipulated associative relations test trial based 
on Figure 2.Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  | October  2008 | Volume  2 | Article  15
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blocks. Prior to the item task, the participant was told to study 
stimuli as they appeared and to remember them as well as pos-
sible. There was no mention of locations or sets; participants 
were only told to pay attention to the items. For the various 
relational tasks, the participant was told to treat the three stim-
uli occurring between ﬁ  xation screens as a group or set that 
went together, and that after studying a number of such stimu-
lus sets they would receive a test of which stimuli were in the 
same set together, or of the places or locations they appeared 
on the screen, or of the order in which the stimuli within a set 
were presented. Participants were not told which relational 
test would follow a given study block; instead they were told 
that all three kinds of information should be remembered. The 
item task was given as a separate task, followed by the relational 
tasks. The order of the relational tasks was counterbalanced 
across participants.
After each study phase, a task-appropriate question was pre-
sented on the monitor and verbal instructions were given to 
remind the participant of the information to be tested. In the 
item task, participants were to respond “yes” if all three stimuli 
had been presented during the study block, and “no” if any of 
the stimuli were new. For the associative relations task, partici-
pants were to respond “yes” if all three stimuli had been stud-
ied together in the same set, or “no” if they were mixed together 
from different sets. For the spatial relations task, participants 
were to respond “yes” if each stimulus was presented in the 
same location in which it had been studied, or “no” if the stimuli 
were moved around. For each of these tasks, if the participant 
responded within 6 s, a ﬁ  xation appeared for 2 s and the next 
trial was presented. If 6 s elapsed before a response was given, 
the items were replaced on the monitor by a reminder question 
and participants had as long as necessary to respond. Finally, 
during the sequential relations task, a single stimulus was pre-
sented in the center of the screen, followed by a second stimulus, 
then a third stimulus, each presented for 2 s. After the third item 
had been presented, a question screen appeared until a response 
was given. Participants were to wait until the question screen 
appeared, and then respond “yes” if the stimuli were presented 
in the same order as when they had been studied, or “no” if they 
were presented in a different order. Breaks were allowed between 
study-test blocks as necessary.
Each amnesic participant completed six blocks of each task, 
some across two sessions. Each comparison participant com-
pleted three blocks of each relational task and six blocks of the 
item task (except for two who did not complete the item task); 
two performed the task twice in separate sessions separated by 
several months.
ANALYSIS
Responses were categorized as hits, misses, false alarms, or cor-
rect rejections, used to calculate a d′ (d-prime) value for each 
participant for each task. A correction of 0.5 was added to each 
bin to eliminate any cases of zero hits or false alarms (in order 
to avoid inﬁ  nite d′ scores). Hit-minus-false-alarm scores were 
also calculated as a measure of adjusted accuracy; hit and false 
alarm rates are presented for completeness. All reported results 
were comparable for both measures. Planned comparisons of 
amnesic group versus comparison group performance were 
conducted for each task as well as comparisons of performances 
across tasks within each group. Further analyses involved divid-
ing the amnesic group into those patients whose MTL damage 
was largely limited to the hippocampus (hereafter “hipp”) ver-
sus those with MTL damage extending beyond the hippocam-
pus (hereafter “MTL”). Because of the small sample sizes for the 
amnesic subgroups, initial ANOVAs were run in a nonparamet-
ric fashion (similar to Berryhill et al., 2007; Olson et al., 2006). 
An initial F value was calculated using obtained scores on each 
task for each subject. Scores were then held constant while group 
(patient or comparison), damage (hipp or MTL), and task (item, 
Figure 5 | A sample manipulated sequential relations test trial based on Figure 2. This is the only type of test trial in which the three stimuli were presented 
sequentially rather than simultaneously.
2 sec
2 sec
2 sec
Figure 6 | A sample manipulated spatial relations test trial based on 
Figure 2.www.frontiersin.org
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associative, sequence, and spatial) were randomly rotated across 
the scores. A new ANOVA was run and the resulting F values 
recorded. This procedure was repeated 100 000 times to gener-
ate a nonparametric distribution of F values for main effects as 
well as interactions; an effect in the original data was considered 
signiﬁ  cant if the obtained F value fell in the top 5% of the distri-
bution for that effect. It should be noted that while the compari-
son group has no brain damage by which to be categorized into 
“hipp” or “MTL”, for the purposes of conducting the exploratory 
ANOVAs they are grouped according to the individual patient 
they are matched to. Trends are noted along with the reporting 
of signiﬁ  cant results.
RESULTS
Results for each group on each task can be seen in Figure 7. The 
proportion of hits and false alarms is presented in Table 3. The 
nonparametric ANOVA procedure found main effects of group 
(p < 0.001) and task (p = 0.013), as well as a trend of a three-way 
interaction (p = 0.055).
Looking at more speciﬁ  c analyses, ﬁ  rst at the comparison 
participants considered as group, a signiﬁ  cant effect of task 
was found [F(3,41) = 7.796, p < 0.001]. Follow-up Tukey tests 
showed that performance on the item task was signiﬁ  cantly 
higher than on each of the relational tasks (all p’s < 0.05). None 
of the relational tasks were performed signiﬁ  cantly differently 
from the others, although performance on the associative task 
was marginally poorer than other relational task performances.
Comparing performance of amnesic patients as a group 
(ignoring the hipp/MTL distinction) versus comparison par-
ticipants, the comparison group performed signiﬁ  cantly bet-
ter than the patient group on every task (Bonferroni-adjusted 
t-tests; all p’s < 0.05).
Performance by each group was tested against chance (d′ = 0) 
by Bonferroni-corrected t-tests. The comparison group per-
formed above chance on every task (all p’s < 0.05). By contrast, 
the only patient group score (marginally) above chance was the 
performance of the hipp group on the item task [t(3) = 2.87, 
p = 0.06]. Thus the hipp patients were at chance on all relational 
tasks, but not on the item task, while the MTL patients were at 
chance on all tasks. A direct comparison of the two patient sub-
groups found that the numerical difference in performance on 
the item task (hipp > MTL) mirrored the comparison to chance 
[t(5) = 2.42, p = 0.06], while a planned comparison of the two 
patient groups using the nonparametric process found a trend 
of a main effect of damage (p = 0.058) and a signiﬁ  cant two-way 
interaction between damage and task (p = 0.02) reﬂ  ecting the 
difference between the ﬂ  at performance across tasks by the MTL 
group as opposed to the selectively better performance on the 
item task in the hipp group.
SUMMARY
Amnesic patients were profoundly impaired, performing at 
chance levels, on all three relational memory tasks. This ﬁ  nd-
ing obtained even in those amnesic patients whose MTL damage 
was limited to the hippocampus. Thus, it does not require dam-
age extending into MTL cortical regions in order to see deﬁ  cits 
in relational memory, and the deﬁ  cits extend to memory for all 
manner of relations tested here.
Amnesic patients were also impaired on the test of item 
memory. However, there were signiﬁ  cant differences between 
amnesic subgroups on the item task that were not seen on 
the relational tasks and that have important implications for 
understanding the roles of different MTL regions in memory. 
Patients whose MTL damage was limited to the hippocampus 
performed above chance levels on the item memory task, and 
above their performance levels for any of the relational mem-
ory tasks, whereas those patients whose MTL damage extended 
beyond hippocampus to include MTL cortical regions were at 
chance for item memory as they were for relational memory. 
The ﬁ  ndings here that item memory was relatively spared com-
pared to relational memory after restricted hippocampal dam-
age conforms with previous ﬁ  ndings from our lab (Hannula 
et al., 2006; Ryan et al., 2000) and others (e.g., Giovanello et al., 
2003; Kan et al., 2007; Turriziani et al., 2004), and supports our 
claim that the hippocampus is specialized for relational mem-
ory (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 
2001). Furthermore, the additional ﬁ   nding that when MTL 
damage extends beyond the hippocampus it is accompanied by 
additional deﬁ  cits that extend to item memory supports theo-
retical claims that attribute relational and item memory to hip-
pocampus and MTL cortical regions, respectively (Eichenbaum 
and Cohen, 2001; Eichenbaum et al., 1994; also see Brown and 
Aggleton, 2001; Eichenbaum et al., 2007).
Yet, it should be noted that performance on the test of item 
memory was not entirely normal in the hippocampal patients. In 
an attempt to examine the disparity in performance between the 
comparison group and hippocampal amnesics, we retested the 
comparison participants on a harder version of the task. In pre-
vious studies, researchers have attempted to equate  performance 
Table 3 | Hit and false alarm rates for controls and patients on each task 
in Experiment 1.
 Item  Cooc  Sequence  Spatial
  HR FAR  HR FAR  HR FAR  HR FAR
Controls  0.82 0.17 0.66 0.47 0.71 0.25 0.75 0.29
Hipp  patients 0.73 0.43 0.62 0.62 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.53
MTL  patients 0.61 0.63 0.67 0.59 0.53 0.52 0.48 0.54
Figure 7 | Performance on each task by group; dots represent individual 
participants’ scores.
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on one task to look for a differential impairment across tasks 
between two groups. Stark et al. (2002), for example, tested a 
comparison group and an amnesic group on their ability to 
remember either face–house pairs or single items (a face or a 
house). They found an equal impairment in the amnesic group 
for both the item and paired condition. However, the patients 
were not signiﬁ  cantly above chance on either task. They then 
gave the patient group the same task but with eight study rep-
etitions to raise performance, and found that the patients per-
formed as well as the comparison group on both tasks. However, 
it is possible that the amnesics’ raised performance was due to 
some kind of fused representation of the face–house pairs after 
repeated viewings, perhaps via unitization, i.e., treating them as 
single compound items (Cohen et al., 1997; Eichenbaum et al., 
1994; Giovanello et al., 2006; Quamme et al., 2007). So instead 
of attempting to raise amnesic performance, in the next experi-
ment we attempted to lower comparison group performance 
(e.g., see Gold et al., 2006). Finding that the comparison group 
performed similarly to the hippocampus-only patient group on 
the item task but above chance on the relational tasks would 
provide stronger evidence that hippocampal damage differen-
tially impairs relational memory.
EXPERIMENT 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
The participants consisted of eight individuals matched to the 
amnesic patients in Experiment 1. Seven of the eight had also 
participated in Experiment 1, but at least 1 year passed between 
the two testing sessions. Each participant received $10 for com-
pleting the experiment.
Paradigm
The same basic paradigm was used as in Experiment 1.
Stimuli and Design
The stimuli and design were the same as Experiment 1, except 
that there was only a single study exposure to each stimulus set 
(thus study blocks consisted of 8 trials instead of 16), and items 
were presented for 2 s rather than 3 s. In addition, item task 
blocks were intermixed with relational task blocks (each partici-
pant performed three blocks of each task).
PROCEDURE
Each participant was tested individually, using the same pro-
cedure as in Experiment 1 (with the exception that conﬁ  dence 
ratings were also collected on each test trial, although the rat-
ings are not reported here). Participants were tested on a dif-
ferent counterbalancing of stimulus sets to conditions than in 
Experiment 1 to ensure that speciﬁ  c stimulus sets were not tied 
to any particular type of relations.
ANALYSIS
Analyses were performed on the calculated d′ scores, testing for 
differences of each task performance from chance levels, dif-
ferences between performances on the different tasks, and dif-
ferences between performance of Experiment 2 comparison 
participant versus patient scores from Experiment 1. The non-
parametric ANOVA procedure was again used for guiding later 
t-tests.
RESULTS
Performance of the comparison participants on each of the 
four tasks in Experiment 2 is shown in Figure 8, plotted along 
with performance by the comparison and patient groups from 
Experiment 1. Hit and false alarm rates for this experiment 
are in Table 4. It is important to ensure that performance was 
reduced but above chance, so ﬁ  rst performance on each task in 
Experiment 2 was compared to chance (d′ = 0) by Bonferroni-
corrected t-tests. Performance was signiﬁ  cantly above chance 
on the item and sequential relations tasks [t(7) = 5.60 and 3.52, 
p = 0.001 and 0.01 respectively], and at trend levels for the asso-
ciative and spatial relations tasks [t(7) = 2.2, p = 0.06 for each] 
likely due to the small number of subjects; numerically, perform-
ance was far from chance. Tukey pair-wise comparisons found 
that the only signiﬁ  cant difference in performance among tasks 
was higher performance on the item task than on the associative 
relations task (p = 0.05). Performance of the comparison group 
in Experiment 2 versus Experiment 1 reveals that the more dif-
ﬁ  cult version of the task reduced performance levels while still 
keeping them above chance.
Figure 8  |  Performance by the comparison group on each task in 
Experiment 2, plotted along with performances by the comparison and 
hippocampal groups from Experiment 1. Individual participant scores are 
again plotted over the means.
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Table 4  |  Hit and false alarm rates for control participants on each 
task in Experiments 1 and 2 as well as the hippocampal patients from 
 Experiment  1.
Task Item  Cooc  Sequence  Spatial
  HR FAR  HR FAR  HR FAR  HR FAR
Experiment  1  0.82 0.17 0.66 0.47 0.71 0.25 0.75 0.29
 controls
Experiment  1  0.73 0.43 0.62 0.62 0.51 0.53 0.56 0.53
 Hipp  patients
Experiement  2 0.76 0.19 0.68 0.49 0.65 0.27 0.72 0.42
 controlswww.frontiersin.org
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Comparing the current results to the entire patient group 
from Experiment 1, the nonparametric procedure found sig-
niﬁ  cant effects of task (p = 0.019) and group (p < 0.001), but 
no interactions. The comparison group performed better than 
the amnesic group on all tasks. A second nonparametric com-
parison of the controls to only the hipp group (taking out 
the MTL group) also found main effects of group (p = 0.002) 
and task (p = 0.004) but no interaction (p > 0.5). Direct com-
parison of task performance between the comparison group 
and the hipp patient group found no signiﬁ  cant difference in 
item [t(10) = 0.755, p > 0.4] or spatial [t(10) = 1.38, p > 0.15] 
performance, but did ﬁ  nd a trend in associative [t(10) = 1.86, 
p = 0.09] and a signiﬁ  cant difference in sequence [t(10) = 2.51, 
p = 0.03] performance. Thus the comparison group, at reduced 
levels, performed equivalently to the hippocampal patients on 
the item task but generally better on the relational tasks.
These effects are easier to understand if plotted as z-score 
differences from comparison performance for each patient, as 
shown in Figure 9. As a group, the amnesic patients were sig-
niﬁ  cantly impaired (corresponding to z-scores of greater than 
−1.96) on three of the four tasks, and were at trend levels on 
the associative task (−1.81) due largely to poor performance 
by the comparison group. Comparing the two amnesic groups, 
there was a numerical difference in associative task scores, but 
recall that performance did not differ signiﬁ  cantly from chance 
in either group. The amnesic groups performed very similarly 
on the other relational tasks. The one test on which there was 
a difference between patient groups is on the item memory 
task. What had appeared to be an overall amnesic group deﬁ  cit 
(z = −3.09) turned out to be driven by the MTL group. The hipp 
group was relatively unimpaired (z = −1.24), with one patient 
performing equivalent to the comparison group and another 
performing much better than average, whereas the MTL group 
was extremely impaired (z = −5.56) with all three patients hav-
ing performed well below the impairment threshold.
SUMMARY
The hippocampus-only group showed impairment on all tasks 
in Experiment 1. But, with performance so poor, and at chance 
levels across the relational tasks, it is difﬁ  cult to conﬁ  dently test 
the comparability of the impairment across tasks. Possible differ-
ences in performance might have been masked by a ﬂ  oor effect. 
In Experiment 2, the comparison group was retested on a more 
difﬁ  cult version of the experiment that succeeded in bringing 
their item memory test scores down into the range of the amne-
sic patients, permitting fairer assessment of relative impairment 
on item versus relational memory tasks. Analyses of z-score dif-
ferences of patient versus comparison performance showed that 
the hippocampus-only group was unimpaired on the item mem-
ory task while both groups of amnesic patients were signiﬁ  cantly 
impaired on all three relational tasks. This pattern of results sug-
gests a differential effect of hippocampal damage on relational 
as opposed to item memory, regardless of what kind of relations 
(spatial, sequential, or associative) were to be remembered.
One ﬁ  nal issue to be considered concerns the ﬁ  nding from 
Experiment 1 that while the hippocampus-only patients per-
formed above chance on the item task, they nonetheless performed 
more poorly than did the comparison group. One possible expla-
nation for this may come from the way in which the item test tri-
als were constructed. On repeat trials, all three items came from 
the same study set. This provides an opportunity for associative 
relational memory to contribute to performance if, at test time, 
associative information could be used to supplement whatever 
information was available about the items individually. For exam-
ple, a single item could serve as the basis for associative pattern 
completion (e.g. Norman and O’Reilly, 2003), bringing forth the 
memory of another item in the set and aiding performance on the 
item task. Retrieving the spatial or temporal position of the item, 
on the other hand, should not inﬂ  uence the item memory deci-
sion. If indeed item memory performance was advantaged by the 
use of associative memory, it should be possible to see a correlation 
between item task performance and associative task performance. 
Accordingly, correlational analyses were conducted with the com-
parison participant performance from Experiment 1 and with the 
performance of a new set of control subjects, undergraduates at the 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, in the next experiment.
EXPERIMENT 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
The participants consisted of 22 undergraduate students at the 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Participants were 
paid $8 an hour for performing the experiment.
Paradigm
The same basic paradigm was used as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Stimuli and Design
The stimuli and design were exactly the same as in Experiment 1.
PROCEDURE
Each participant was tested individually, with the same proce-
dure as in Experiment 2.
ANALYSIS
Responses were again categorized as hits, misses, false alarms, 
and correct rejections, used to calculate d′ scores. The planned 
Figure 9 | Performance decrements of the patients on each task, shown 
as deviation from comparison participants in z-scores. Shown are overall 
patient group means and individual patient scores with hippocampal patients 
as circles and MTL patients as squares.
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analysis for this experiment was to examine correlations between 
each of the tasks in this experiment and in the comparison 
group data from Experiment 1. Data from Experiment 2 were 
not examined because of the different presentation parameters 
used in that experiment and the lower performance levels that 
resulted.
RESULTS
Performance by the college-age participants can be seen in 
Figure 10. Hit and false alarm rates are in Table 5. Performance 
on each task was compared using an ANOVA followed by Tukey 
pair-wise comparisons. There was a signiﬁ  cant effect of task 
[F(3,84) = 6.310, p = 0.001]. Pair-wise comparisons showed that 
item performance was higher than associative and sequential 
relations task performance (both p < 0.025), and performance 
on the spatial task was better than on the associative relations 
task (p = 0.02). This pattern differs somewhat from that of the 
comparison participants in Experiment 1, where performance 
on the item memory task was superior to performance on any of 
the relational memory tasks, and performance on the associative 
relational task was even poorer than seen here.
To examine the correlation between tasks, a regression analy-
sis was carried out to ﬁ  nd R-squared and signiﬁ  cance values. 
The results are shown in scatter plot form in Figures 11–16, with 
signiﬁ  cant (p < 0.05) correlations noted in the caption. In the 
college-age participants (Experiment 3), performance on each 
relational task correlated signiﬁ  cantly with the others, while per-
formance on the item task only correlated with the sequential 
relations task. In the comparison participants from Experiment 
1, the only signiﬁ   cant correlation was between spatial and 
sequence performance. The lack of signiﬁ  cant  correlations 
between other tasks in the control group is likely due to a lack 
of power. Notably, however, in neither dataset did item task per-
formance correlate with associative relations task performance.
SUMMARY
We considered whether the ﬁ  nding from Experiment 1 that item 
memory performance, while relatively preserved compared to 
relational memory in hippocampal amnesia but nonetheless 
inferior to that of the comparison participants, had been inﬂ  u-
enced in any way by memory for associative relations. Perhaps 
the comparison participants were able to make use of remem-
bered information about associations, not available to the hip-
pocampal amnesics, to aid their item memory task performance. 
However, we found no correlation between performance on the 
item task and the associative relations task in the comparison 
Figure 10  |  Performance of college-age participants on each task in 
Experiment 3, with standard error bars.
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Figure 11 | Scatter plot of performance on the item and associative tasks with linear ﬁ  t and R-squared values for control (Experiment 1, in red squares 
and dashed line) and college-age (Experiment 3, in blue circles and solid line) participants. Neither correlation was signiﬁ  cant.
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Table 5 | Hit and false alarm rates for college-age participants on each 
task in Experiment 3.
Task Item  Cooc  Sequence  Spatial
  HR  FAR HR  FAR HR  FAR HR  FAR
Undergrads 0.90 0.09 0.87 0.43 0.81 0.27 0.87 0.14www.frontiersin.org
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Figure 12 | Scatter plot of performance on the spatial and sequence tasks with linear ﬁ  t and R-squared values for control (Experiment 1, in red 
squares and dashed line) and college-age (Experiment 3, in blue circles and solid line) participants. Both correlations are signiﬁ  cant.
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Figure 13 | Scatter plot of performance on the sequence and associative tasks with linear ﬁ  t and R-squared values for control (Experiment 1, in 
red squares and dashed line) and college-age (Experiment 3, in blue circles and solid line) participants. The correlation is signiﬁ  cant in college-age 
participants.
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Figure 14 | Scatter plot of performance on the item and sequence tasks with linear ﬁ  t and R-squared values for control (Experiment 1, in red squares 
and dashed line) and college-age (Experiment 3, in blue circles and solid line) participants. The correlation is signiﬁ  cant in college-age participants.
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participants from Experiment 1. While the null ﬁ  nding may 
be due to a lack of power, no correlation was found in a larger 
group of college-aged participants either. Thus we found no 
  evidence in support of a signiﬁ  cant inﬂ  uence of associative rela-
tions information on item memory performance.
DISCUSSION
The goals of the present work were (1) to develop a paradigm 
capable of testing memory for different types of relations inde-
pendently, and also of testing item memory, all based on the same 
study trials with the same stimulus materials, and (2) using this 
paradigm to assess the status of these different aspects of rela-
tional and item memory in hippocampal amnesia. Using novel 
visual forms as stimuli, the paradigm involved a series of trials, 
each consisting of a set of three stimuli presented   sequentially. 
By presenting the stimuli in sets, with each stimulus in one of 
three spatial locations and in one of three temporal slots, it was 
possible to subsequently test memory not only for which items 
had been studied (item memory), but also for which items had 
been presented together (memory for associative relations), the 
spatial locations of each set of items (memory for spatial rela-
tions), and the sequence of the items in each set (memory for 
sequential or temporal relations).
Previous work has tended to confound the different types of 
relations in testing relational memory, even while attempting to 
test only one. For example, in testing memory for relations in 
scenes or in grid-like displays, there are multiple types of infor-
mation available, including about the spatial relations among 
items (item a is to the left and above item b), the item–location 
relations for the various items (item a is in coordinate position 
x, y or grid position n), and associative relations for which items 
Figure 15 | Scatter plot of performance on the spatial and associative tasks with linear ﬁ  t and R-squared values for control (Experiment 1, in red 
squares and dashed line) and college-age (Experiment 3, in blue circles and solid line) participants. The correlation is signiﬁ  cant in college-age 
participants.
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Figure 16 | Scatter plot of performance on the item and spatial tasks with linear ﬁ  t and R-squared values for control (Experiment 1, in red squares 
and dashed line) and college-age (Experiment 3, in blue circles and solid line) participants. Neither correlation is signiﬁ  cant.
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occurred together regardless of their locations (item a with item 
b; item c with item d). In this paper, the term “associative” is 
reserved for information about mere co-occurrence or group 
membership, without regard to the more speciﬁ  c (temporal, 
spatial, or other) relations between them. Here, we have isolated 
different aspects or types of relational information, and have 
created recognition memory test trials that made it possible to 
assess each one unconfounded by the others. Using these sepa-
rate probes, it was shown that all the different forms of relational 
memory were profoundly impaired, and indeed fell to chance 
levels of performance in hippocampal amnesia, disproportion-
ate to any effect on item memory.
The present ﬁ  ndings provide strong support for relational 
memory theory, conﬁ  rming the prediction that memory for all 
manner of relations would be impaired in patients with hippoc-
ampal amnesia. That prediction came from considering many 
ﬁ  ndings derived from different lines of work examining different 
aspects or types of relational memory separately, emphasizing 
either spatial memory or spatial navigation abilities, or explicit 
remembering and conscious recollection of previous episodes, 
or source memory, etc. Very few previous studies have examined 
multiple aspects of relational memory, as distinct from item 
memory, in the same work (but, see Kohler et al., 2005; Kumaran 
and Maguire, 2005). Most attempts to do so have used different 
paradigms with different materials and different displays, such 
as in our previous work testing memory for face–scene relations 
and for relations among items in scenes (Hannula et al., 2006). 
Here, by having a common set of study trials for all tests of rela-
tional memory, the present methods provide for more compa-
rability across the various relational memory tests, and thereby 
permit a stronger test of the comparability of impairment in 
memory for all manner of relations.
The present ﬁ  ndings also bear importantly on the debate 
about functional dissociations within the MTL. Although all 
patients performed at chance levels on the tests of relational 
memory, there were group differences in their item memory 
performance depending on extent of lesion. Patients whose 
MTL damage was limited to the hippocampus performed above 
chance on the item task while those with damage extending 
beyond the hippocampus fell to chance levels. While the damage 
in some MTL patients also extended beyond the temporal lobes, 
it is important to note that their scores on tests of executive 
function were similar to those in the hippocampal group, and 
those patients with the best frontal lobe/executive functioning 
did not perform any differently than the other amnesic patients 
on the memory tests reported here. Together with the additional 
ﬁ  nding that when a neurologically intact comparison group had 
their item memory performance matched to that of the patients 
with hippocampus-only damage the normal control group 
showed above-chance and better performance on the relational 
tasks, the ﬁ  ndings support the idea that the hippocampus plays 
a special role in relational memory. With all task performance 
being at ﬂ  oor in the MTL group we cannot speak to further dis-
proportionate deﬁ  cits in that group; they could display further 
item deﬁ  cits, relational deﬁ  cits, or both. Similarly we are unable 
to comment on the possibility that some particular subset of 
relational memory is especially impaired in amnesia. For exam-
ple, a weaker version of the spatial theory of hippocampal func-
tion could be that spatial processing is preferred or that other 
relations are derived from spatial information. This formulation 
is possible given our data, but importantly multiple kinds of 
relational memory were found to be impaired in patients with 
hippocampal damage,   indicating that the relational memory 
theory is preferred to at least the strongest version of the spatial 
maps theory.
The design here permitted comparing performances on each 
of the different relational memory tests to performance on a 
test of item memory, all based on the same study presentations. 
However, while item memory was tested separately from rela-
tional memory, the test trials on the item task involving intact 
(repeated) test trials consisted of three items from the same study 
set, opening the possibility that associative relational informa-
tion could conceivably be used to contribute to performance on 
the item task. To address this potential concern, a second experi-
ment was conducted and correlational analyses were undertaken 
on performance on the item and relational tasks for two inde-
pendent experiments. If associative information were used to 
contribute to performance on the item task, then a correlation 
would be expected between item memory test performance and 
associative test performance: those participants who performed 
well on the associative task would be expected to also perform 
well on the item task. However, no signiﬁ  cant correlation was 
found between item and associative performance in either the 
comparison group from Experiment 1 or the college-aged par-
ticipants in Experiment 3, suggesting that there was little if any 
contribution of associative memory on performance in the item 
memory task.
Finally, there were also novel ﬁ  ndings here in the data from 
the neurologically intact participants. Intriguingly, it was found 
that associative memory performance was the poorest of all 
relational memory task performances in both the college-aged 
and comparison groups. This could be a result of the spatial and 
sequential information being more salient or easier to encode 
in this particular paradigm, or it could reﬂ  ect a more general 
property of memory systems such that associative memory is 
more poorly or more weakly represented in the brain. In either 
case, neither the general primacy nor the inﬂ  uence of a speciﬁ  c 
paradigm on the ease of creating different kinds of relational 
memories has been studied, to our knowledge. This area bears 
further research. Additionally, a comparison of performance 
by the control group in Experiment 1 and college-age students 
in Experiment 3 showed that the two groups performed very 
similarly; the only signiﬁ  cant difference was on the associative 
task. The generally high performance of the older (comparison 
group) adults goes against typical research on relational mem-
ory and aging (see for example Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2004). 
This could be because our comparison group consists mostly 
of people in their 40s and 50s, matching our patient popula-
tion, whereas most aging experiments look at a cohort in at least 
their 60s if not older. A different explanation is that most aging 
experiments use associative memory tasks, such as pairs of faces 
or face–name pairs, as opposed to other kinds of relations. Given 
that our younger and older groups performed most differently 
on the associative task, perhaps conclusions about aging would 
be very different if more spatial or sequence memory tasks were 
used. This area also bears much further research.
In summary, across three experiments designed to provide 
comparable tests of different aspects of relational memory as 
compared to item memory, we found support for the idea that 
the MTL is necessary for forming all manner of relational mem-
ories. In addition, the evidence supports more speciﬁ  c claims 
of relational memory theory that the hippocampus speciﬁ  cally 
is necessary for relational memory while other MTL structures, 
primarily the perirhinal cortex, add mediation of item memory.Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  | October  2008 | Volume  2 | Article  15
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